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Introduction
Hello, my name is Carolina and I am 14 years old. My 2019/2020
TRAPE is about Korean Entertainment! I have been into K-Pop for
almost 3 years and I have always been researching lots of things
about Korean celebrities, their activities and their TV shows. Since I
was a child, I have always been very curious about the Asian
culture, even though I thought they were gangster. As I grew up, I
have become more and more connected to their culture. Then, at
the end of 2016, I listened to my first K-Pop song ever. I was 10
years old and I was in primary school when I got to know EXO, the
first group I listened to. They had a big impact in my life because in
that moment I was struggling mentally and physically... The only
thing that made me happy, was listening to their songs! They would
make feel better in every way possible, once I listened to some
music, I’d completely forget about my worries. It was always the
best part of my days. That is why I have grown attached to K-Pop
songs, dances and singers.
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Since we are at the beginning of 2020, it would be better to make a
list of the 10 most popular K- Dramas in 2019. Since they were a hit,
maybe you should also give it a chance!? I found this list on a site
called RANKER and there was a poll between 50 k-dramas that
were released in 2019 and the fans had to vote for their favourite
one. The poll ended and now I’ll show you what the top 10 are,
voted by their fans. I’ll also show the airdate of each drama.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Crash Landing On You (December 14 – February 16, 2020)
Hotel Del Luna (July 13 - September 01, 2019)
Extraordinary You (October 02 – November 21, 2019)
Angel's Last Mission: Love (May 22 – July 11, 2019)
Vagabond (September 20 – November 23, 2019)
He Is Psychometric (March 11 – April 30, 2019)
Touch Your Heart (February 06 – March 28, 2019)
Her Private Life (April 10 – May 30, 2019)
Doctor John (July 19 – September 07, 2019)

10. Love Alarm (August 22, 2019 – present)

Are they popular in other countries?
Yes, they are! Of course, the k-dramas are a big success around
Asia, but they also try promoting it by translating it and as example,
released it on Netflix, which is a big and famous streaming site to
watch all types of series. K-Dramas are really known mostly in
China, Taiwan, Japan, Switzerland, Europe (mostly in Portugal and
England) South America and Brazil. They are very appreciated
mostly because of their romantic, sweet and cute moments
between the main characters.

K- Dramas on Netflix:








Extraordinary You
My ID is Gangnam Beauty
Busted
My Holo Love
Love Alarm
Who Are You: School 2015
Beating Again

Who are my favourite
actor and actress?
There are a lot of actors/actresses I like, and many of them are
extremely popular around Korea and around the world. It was a
little bit difficult to choose one, but I found the actress who I feel I
need to watch all her dramas: Kim So Hyun! She’s the best actress
in my opinion! She leads every scene and character very well. It is
refreshing to see her work. As for actor, I still do not know if I made
the real choice, but for now, he’s absolutely the actor who made
me fall in love with the medical types of dramas: Lee Jong Suk! He
is popular among girls in Korea and Brazil.

Kim So Hyun Profile:

Born: June 4, 1999 in Australia
Years Active: 2006 – present
Roles: Drama City, A Happy Woman, Que Sera Sera, Man Of
Vendetta, The Thorn Birds, The Duo, Sin Of A Family, Rooftop
Prince, Ma Boy, The nightmare Teacher, Padam Padam, I am The
King, Moon Embracing The Sun, Missing You, Who Are You: School
2015, Page Turner, Hey Ghost, Let’s Fight, The Emperor: Owner Of
The Mask, Radio Romance, Love Alarm and The Tale Of Nokdu

Lee Jong Suk Profile:

Born: September 14, 1994 / Suwon, Gyeonggi Province, South
Korea
Years Active: 2005 – present
Roles: Prosecutor Princess, Ghost, Secret Garden, High Kick Season
3, R2B: Return to Base, Top Gun, School 2013, I Can Heard Your
Voice, No Breathing, The Face Reader, Hot Young Bloods, Doctor
Stranger, Pinocchio, Jade Lovers, W- Two Worlds, First Seven Kisses,
While You Were Sleeping, VIP, The Hymn Of Death, Death Song,
Romance Is A Bonus Book

Are idols also actors?
Yes, a lot of k-idols make some dramas or films just to become
more famous or because it was a dream of them when they were
little kids. Sometimes they do dramas to help charity companies or
to help children with health problems. They also always put an
important message to the viewers because of their popularity and
influence. Some dramas become famous also because of the idols
because they help gain more viewers. Here are some idols who also
performed in dramas:
EXO’s D.O (100 Days My Prince)

ASTRO’s Eunwoo (My ID is Gangnam Beauty)

SF9’s Rowoon (Extraordinary You)

What genres of dramas are there?
Just like in American series, there is also a wide range of genres
among k-dramas so that anyone can find a drama suitable to them
according to their taste. The producers always try to do a drama
with a cool story behind it with an exciting ending. The most
common genres in Korean dramas are: Comedy, romance, medical,
teen drama, historical, fantasy, action/thriller, supernatural and
terror/ suspense. Something that is surely present in every drama,
no matter if it has a sad or happy ending, is a little bit of romance
even if it is not its main genre or focus. Koreans like a good
romantic and passionate couple in the drama and it always has in
every genre of drama. For example, in Goblin (Guardian: The Lonely
and Great God), the genre is fantasy but there’s also a couple and in
Lookout (The Guardians) the genre is action/thriller and in the very
end there is a romance flourishing! One thing you will also always
see is pretty lessons or messages we learn while watching the
series. Because they are always big hits in Korea mostly, they try to
use it for the best by showing the cruel reality in workplaces, in
school (such as bullying) etc.

School
School genre is mostly about seeing the main characters having
common problems like family issues, financial issues, grades
dropping (a big matter in Korea) and bullying. It can affect their
relationship with some people and that is why the bad boy style is
so common in school genre. The drama tries to show how they
endure and develop into mature in every episode. Their
relationship becomes even stronger while living with each other.

Who Are You: School 2015

The Heirs

Comedy/Romance
It is always a good option if you want to see a good cliché and
sweet couple! It would always give big laughs while watching but
also could warm your heart just by seeing the couple in the screen!
The title says it itself.... Romance and Comedy! It’s the best kind of
drama to watch when you are feeling down and lonely. The drama
shows their true love while overcoming some obstacles!

Strong Woman Do Bong Soon

She Was Pretty

Supernatural
Most of these dramas are about ghosts, vampires and mermaids,
but also about other supernatural things. These dramas also tend
to have their funny moments. Like when a human sees a ghost and
gets scared of it... Their reaction is really good!!!

Hey Ghost! Let’s Fight

The Village: Achiara’s Secret

Historical
This type takes place mostly in a palace since it is meant to
represent the history. There is always a king, a queen and a crown
prince. These dramas are extremely sad, funny, sweet and
chocking!!! That means, it is possible to have every emotion
possible while watching it.

Moon Lovers: Scarlet Heart Ryeo

Love In The MoonLight

Medical
These dramas take place in hospitals or emergencies rooms, but
some also include other places like a coffee shop or a small shop. It
normally has some scenes a little disgusting for some people like a
surgery or something bloody. They include supporting lead roles for
surgeon, nurses and patients.

Doctor Stranger

Blood

Action/Thriller
These dramas involve lots of action and physical scenes. Some like
car chases, fights, battles and exciting stunts. There aren’t many
scenes of romance, but there is some screen time for it!

Descendants of The Sun

The K2

Fantasy
These types of dramas are mostly about mermaids and fictional
affairs like a comic book, someone who can hear what you are
thinking about! These dramas are about unreal/supernatural
things.

Extraordinary You

W- Two Worlds

What genres of music are there?
K-Pop has lots of music genres. They have: trot, rock, folk, hip-hop,
ballad and hybrid. They are different from each other but all are
popular.

Genres:
 Trot
This genre of music is one of the oldest in South Korea. It was
developed in the years before and during the second world war
around the 1900s. Trot music has been influenced by Japanese,
Western and Korean musical elements. Trot music is described as a
two beat rhythm or duple rhythm and unique vocal style called
Gagok!
 K-Trot song: Loves Me, Loves Me Not

 Rock
This genre is already incredibly famous even internationally. Rock
became famous because of the commanding formation of all
United States Army Forces in South Korea after the Korean war. It
began with a cover made by Shin Jung Hyeon for American
servicemen in the 1950s. It kept growing in the ‘60s, ‘70s, ‘80s but
then it was changed to heavy metal music. It was revived in the
‘90s democratization following the presidency of Roh Tae Woo.
 K-Rock song: No Brain – Necktie

 Folk
Folk’s genre was developed in the early 1960s and ‘70s. It was
mostly influenced by American folk music and the artists Joan Baez
and Bob Dylan. Folk songs are being coined to describe songs
targeted at social change. In 1987, the late folk musician Kim
Hwang Seok was noted for being politically active as South Korea
was transitioning to democracy.
 K-Folk song: My Dear - Shin Jung Hyeon

 Hip-Hop
Hip-Hop first became a thing during the late 1980s and early 1990s.
After the success of Seo Taiji and Boys’ I Know, it also gained some
international success. Since the early 2000s, it has won lots of
championships what helped to make many idols flourish even
more.
 K-HipHop song: Rainism - Rain

 Ballad
Ballad was mostly influenced by Western melodies and the
sentimental emotions, ballad-style songs were initially introduced
in the 1960s. It is really used for romantic, sweetie, sad and
sentimental songs, specifically, heartbreak, unrequited love or the
feeling of love. Many K- Dramas contain this kind of genre called
ballad.
 K-Ballad song: Beautiful Pain - BTOB

 Hybrid
Firstly, hybrid was a second version of the ballad genre, but then it
was mostly influenced by western music styles, like rap, reggae,
hip-hop and R&B at the twenty-first century. This kind of genre has
experienced the process of hybridization as it was influenced by the
globalized western music genres. English mixing in the lyrics of KPoP is another important change in contemporary K-Pop music
culture other than hybrid music genres of K-PoP. They also try to
put lot of parts in English on the lyrics so it can be easier to
remember principally to the internationally fans.
 K-Hybrid song: O Sole Mio - SF9

What are the most famous groups in
Korea (and internationally)?
Both in Korea and internationally there’s lots of groups that are
really successful, some more and some less. Many girl and boy
groups are formed every year and that’s why it’s really hard for a
group to stay in Top 1 for long. A list of the most popular groups
from 2018 till 2020 was made and that’s what we’ll see. Firstly the
most famous boy groups in 2019, then the most famous girl groups
in 2019. The most famous boy groups in 2019, then the most
famous girl groups in 2019. The lists will begin from the 1th place to
the 10th place.

 Most famous boy groups in 2020
1. BTS

As everyone was expecting, BTS came in first place! The most
popular group internationally and in Korea. It consists of 7
members: Kim SeokJin, Min YoonGi, Jung Hoseok, Kim Namjoon,
Park Jimin, Kim Taehyung and Jeon Jungkook. Most people got to
know K-PoP because of this group. Blood Sweat & Tears had a big
impact and made a big difference in the group‘s career.

2. EXO

Second place was also pretty predictable for every K-pop stan! Even
though BTS came in first place, EXO is a group really close to the
popularity of BTS. EXO is a group that consists of 9 members: Kim
Minseok, Kim Junmyeong, Yang Yixing, Byun Baekhyun, Kim
Jongdae, Park Chanyeol, Kyungsoo, Kim Jongin and Oh Sehun. They
made their biggest hit in Korea with Growl and internationally with
Monster.

3. Wanna One

Wanna One is a group that consists of 11 members: Kang Daniel,
Yoon Jisung, Lee Daehwi, Bae Jinyoung, Ong Seongwoo, Park
Jihoon, Lai KuanLin, Hwang Minhyun, Ha SungWoon, Kim Jae Hwan
and Park Woo Jin made in a TV Show called Produce 101. Since the
program was really popular, everyone was looking forward to the
group’s debut. They started with Energetic and ended with Spring
Breeze. Their charts or popularity never went down; actually they
always went way higher than most fans expected.

4. NCT

NCT is a group that consists of 21 members: Jaehyun, Lucas,
Taeyong, Jisung, Jaemin, Mark, Ten, Yuta, Haechan, RenJun, Jeno,
Johnny, Jungwoo, WinWin, Chenle, Doyoung, Hendery, Kun, Taeil,
Yangyang and Xiaojun. NCT is known for the peculiar and abnormal
amount of members. They were made with the purpose of a group
with no limited amount of members and to shine more light onto KPoP. Their biggest hit is called Boss, but they already had some
attention because of their comeback Cherry Bomb

5. GOT7

GOT7 is a group that consists of 7 members: Lim Jaebum, Mark
Tuan, Jackson Wang, Park Jinyoung, Kim Yugyeom, BamBam and
Choi YoungJae. They are a group really popular in Korea more than
internationally, but they also had a big hit called Never Ever. The
song gave a lot of attention to the group and they were able to
keep good reviews since then.

6. Seventeen

Seventeen consists of 13 members: Kim Mingyu, Yoon Jeonghan,
Hoshi, WonWoo, Vernon, Joshua, Wen Junhui, Woozi, S.Coups, DK,
Xu Minghao, Dino and Boo Seungkwan. They had already caught a
lot of attention with their last comeback, but they left a big impact
with the song called Don’t Wanna Cry. It was really one of the
biggest comebacks in 2017.

7. Monsta X

Monsta X consists of 6 members since October 2019: Shownu, I.M,
Hyungwon, Jooheon, Minhyuk, Kihyun and (Wonho). They literally
made history in KPoP a little like BTS when they released the song
called Beautiful. They gained a lot more of popularity and are now
one of the most powerful K-POP groups.

8. Stray Kids

Stray Kids is a group who currently consists in 8 members: Bang
Chan, Lee Felix, I.N, Lee Know, Changbin, Seungmin, Hyunjin and
Changbin. The group was created also in a TV Show with the same
name. Their biggest hit is called My Pace and it was a real hit
around the world.

9. Winner

Winner is a group that consists of 5 members: Song Minho, Kim
Jinwoo, Kang Seungyoon and Nam Taehyun. They weren't that big
in the industry, but because of their first big hit called Really, Really
they became a real huge group with lots of wins and actually solo
activities.

10. ASTRO

Astro is a group who consists in 6 members: Cha Eunwoo, JinJin,
Yoon Sanha, MoonBin, Rocky and MJ. They started their career
with the cute concept, but it didn't work that well. They finally
started getting some attention after. They started getting some
attention, after 2 years of career since debut, when they released
the song All Night along with their mini album, which gave the
group their first win.

 Most popular girl groups in 2020
1. BlackPink

Another's really actual popular group in the industry is Blackpink.
You may not stan them, but you have probably already heard of
them before. The group has 4 members: Lisa, Jennie, Jisoo and
Rosé. They made their debut in 2016 with Whistle, which was
already a big hit for the group. After a few comebacks, they
released the song Playing With Fire which gave them the popularity
they actually enjoy.

2. Twice

Twice is a group who consists of 9 members: Hirai Momo, Dahyun,
Jihyo, Mina, Chaeyoung, Nayeon, Sana, Tzuyu and Jeongyeon. They
were a big group since the start, but they gained even more
attention since the song TT was released and then they could
achieve even more popularity internationally since the album Fancy
You came out.

3. Red Velvet

Red Velvet is a group that consists of 5 members: Park Joy, Bae
Irene, Bae Irene, Wendy Son, Kang Seulgi and Kim Yeri. They had
big impact in Korea for their diversity of genres. They caught lots of
attention by doing cute and sexy style in the groups comebacks.
The song Bad Boy made their one of the biggest artist of 2018. They
became a big group in Korea and internationally!

4. Everglow

Everglow made their debut in 2019 with 6 members: Aisha, Yiren,
Siyeon, Onda, E:U and Mia. They caught attention by their powerful
looks and performances and when the song Adios came out, they
officially became an internationally recognized group among others
girl groups. They became very famous within less than one year of
debut.

5. GFriend

GFriend is a group that consists of 6 members: SinB, Eunha, Yerin,
Sowon, Umji and Yuju. They became famous in Korea when they
performed Me Gustas Tu. Then they became popular
internationally when they released the song called Rough.

6. Mamamoo

Mamamoo is a group full of 4 charming women: Solar, Hwasa,
Moonbyul and Wheein. They debuted in 2014 and made a lot of
hits! Décalcomanie opened the door to the international popularity
as well as when they released the song Egotistic along with their
album called Red Moon.

7. EXID

Exid currently consists of 4 members: Hani, Jeonghwa, LE and
Hyerin. They made lot of hits, but weren't that popular. Everything
started to change when they released the song Up & Down, which
became a really big hit around the world!!

8. Oh!GG

Oh!GG consists of 5 members: Im Yoona, Kim Taeyeon, Sunny, Yuri
Kwon and Hyoyeon. To be more precise, Oh!GG is a sub-unit of the
group Girl’s Generation with only five members of the group. They
had their first debut as Oh!GG in 2017. They had their first win as
the sub-unit with the song Lil‘ Touch and even with no stages
performances or even promotions from the industry, the music
video reached 100 million views.

9. Itzy

Itzy is a group that made their hit debut in earliest 2019. A group of
5 awesome and wonderful dancers named: Yuna, Ryujin, Lia, Yeji
and Chaeryeong. They reached 187 M views just in their debut,
which of course gave them their first win. Since then, they made
history with every comeback they made, like Icy and Wannabe.
Both were really successful and reached lots of views on Youtube
and lots of listeners in Spotify.

10 . Iz*one

Iz*one is a group that consists of 11 members: Wonyoung, Sakura,
Jo Yuri, Minju, Chae Won, Chaeyoung, Eun Bi, Yujin, Nako, Yena,
Honda and Hyewon. They are another group made in a survival TV
Show called Produce 48. They debuted in 2018 and are still being
active. They made a big success like all the other groups made in
the same format. There is no need to say that they became
successful since debut because it was always expected anyways.

What are the most famous songs?
Every year a lot of powerful and awesome Korean songs are released but
some are more successful than others. Right now, we will see another list of
powerful songs that were a big success.

1. EXO – Obsession
https://youtu.be/uxmP4b2a0uY








Genre: Dance, R&B, Hip Hop and Funk
Released: 27 November 2019
Recorded: 2019
Producer: Lee Soo Man
Studio: SM Studios, Seoul, South Korea
Label: SM – Dreamus
Album: OBSESSION

2. Apink – Eung Eung (%%)
https://youtu.be/499YUeNoYVE





Genre: Pop
Released: 07 January 2019
Label: Plan A Entertainment
Album: Percent

3. Chungha – Gotta Go
https://youtu.be/HlN2BXNJzxA







Genre: Dance and Pop
Released: 02 January 2019
Recorded: 2018
Producer: Black Eyed Pilseung
Label: MNH – Stone Music
Album: XII

4. TXT – Run Away
https://youtu.be/6yWPfUz0z94





Genre: R&B, tropical house, acoustic pop and hip hop
Released: 21 October 2019
Label: Big Hit Dreamus Republic
Album: The Dream Chapter: Magic

5. Heize – We don’t talk together (feat. Giriboy)
https://youtu.be/ByHNlfmmT-w








Genre: R&B
Released: 07 July 2019
Recorded: 2019
Producer: BTS’ Suga
Studio: Studio Blu
Label: Stone Music Entertainment
Album: We don’t talk together

6. GOT7 – You calling my name
https://youtu.be/xQI9oZEY-B0





Genre: Kpop
Released: 04 November 2019
Label: JYP Dreamus
Album: Call My Name

7. Akmu – How can I love the heartbreak, you are the one I love
https://youtu.be/m3DZsBw5bnE
 Genre: Ballad
 Released: 25 September 2019
 Album: Sailing

Do K-Dramas also have songs?
K- Dramas always had songs themselves. That is what we call OST (Original
Soundtrack). The songs are always used in most of the emotional or exciting
parts of the dramas, which makes it more and more interesting. They are
usually songs written especially for the drama and it also talks a little bit
about the story from the drama. They are all originals! A lot of these songs
are sung by famous artists/K-pop groups, or even some actors from the
dramas. Many dramas have an actor who is also a part of a K-group and that
usually brings a lot of attention to the drama.

Most viewed OST’s
1. Chanyeol (feat. Punch) – Stay
With Me
Ost Drama - Goblin or The Lonely
& Great God

2. EXO’s Chen (feat. Punch) –
Everytime

6. Gummy – You Are My Everything
Ost Drama: Descendants of the Sun

7. EXO’s Baekhyun – Beautiful
Ost Drama: EXO Next Door

Ost Drama – Descendants of the
Sun

8. Crush – Beautiful

3. MFBTY’s Yoonmirae – Always I

Ost Drama: Goblin or The Lonely &
Great God

Ost Drama – Descendants of the
Sun

9. EXO CBX – For You

4. DAVICHI – This Love

Ost Drama: Moon Lovers or Scarlet
Heart: Ryeo

Ost Drama: Descendants of the Sun

5. K.Will – Talk Love
Ost Drama: Descendants of the Sun

10. Mad Clown & Kim Na Young – Once
Again
Ost Drama: Descendants of the Sun

Conclusion
In conclusion, while working on this Travail Personnel I learnt a lot of
new things, which also helped me a lot to understand much more
about the Korean entertainment! I had lots of fun while working on
this work and it was also a big pleasure for me to get to know more
about this awesome country. I also already liked it before, which
made me like it even more and also made the work easier. Anyways,
it was an awesome project and I loved working on it! It was an
awesome project and I’d love to be able to work on some work like
this once again.
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